The Go Solar Series
Go Solar, Save Big
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Why
skylights?
Daylight
Daylight is powerful. It redesigns the look and feel of our
home every hour of every day. Additionally, it balances our
Circadian rhythm and improves our overall well-being. When
you bring more daylight into your home through skylights,
you can decrease your dependency on electricity and give
functionality back to your space. We often ask, “Why
skylights?” But with the endless reasons to install a skylight,
the question becomes more, “Why not skylights?”

Fresh Air
Open your home to crisper, cleaner air and brighter days with
VELUX’s “Fresh Air” Skylights. Designed to release stale,
trapped air from your home while bathing it in rich natural
light, our venting skylights reduce your dependency on
central air and electricity to freshen and brighten your home.

Go Solar, Save Big
VELUX works to put our most abundant natural resource
– light from above – to excellent use by developing
environmentally friendly products. And the VELUX Go Solar
Initiative is designed to bundle products that reduce energy
consumption and actively ﬁne-tune the climate inside your
home to create a greener, healthier space. It’s time to look up
and Go Solar!
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Ambient Light

Ventilation

Seasonal Automation

Privacy

Lower Electric Bill

Unique Design

Light reflects off walls
and floors to give your
space a soft, glowing
look and feel.

Opening your skylight
helps purify your entire
home with fresh air.

Automatically optimize energy
performance based on outside
conditions.

Your skylight looks up,
protecting your home’s
privacy down below.

Turn off more lights in
your home by soaking up free
light from above.

Add the ﬁnishing touch by
pairing your skylight with
designer blinds.
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Same Great
Skylights.
Way More
Savings.
Despite our differences, we all share the same home:
Planet Earth. At VELUX, we want to ensure the products
we offer help reduce our carbon footprint, which is why
we designed the Go Solar Initiative.

Eligible for a

Federal Solar
Tax Credit
off product and
installation

The VELUX Go Solar Initiative is designed to bundle
products that reduce energy consumption and actively
ﬁne-tune the climate inside your home as the seasons
change. With VELUX Go Solar, you are well on your way
to reducing your dependency on electricity by exchanging
artiﬁcial light for bright, natural light, and in some cases,
HVAC for fresh air.
When you join the Go Solar Initiative by purchasing
solar-powered products for your home, you are eligible
for a 26% Federal Solar Tax Credit on the entire cost
of your products and installation.
So, look up and Go Solar!
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The Logical Choice
In 2008 and 2009, two acts were signed into law that provided homeowners and businesses with a tax
credit on the purchase and installation of renewable technologies. This included products powered by the
sun’s energy, wind, or geothermal heat, and installed between January 1, 2020 and December 31, 2022.
This opened the door for VELUX to redesign our products so that they not only matched the spirit of the
tax credit, but also worked to improve usage of renewable energy.
When you Go Solar and add any solar blind to a ﬁxed or manual skylight, your entire purchase and
installation becomes a solar system eligible for a 26% tax credit. And like we say, when you look at the
numbers, going solar becomes the logical choice.

Go Solar Cost Savings:

+
Includes ﬁxed skylight, pre-installed solar
blind, and a free VELUX ACTIVE with
NETATMO Gateway + App
1

Eligible for a

Federal Solar
Tax Credit

Fixed Skylight Option

Go Solar Option

Estimated price/savings

Estimated price/savings

$450

Fixed Skylight & Flashing

$850

Fixed Skylight, Blind & Flashing

+ $1,500

Installation

FREE

VELUX ACTIVE Gateway + App

$1,950

Final Cost

+ $1,500
$2,350
- $611

off product and
installation

$1,739

$1,950

New Installation
Subtotal Cost
26% Federal Tax Credit*
Final Cost

$1,739

*

Go Solar
and save $200

2

For more information visit:
veluxusa.com/go-solar
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*Based on tax credit eligibility. For more information visit veluxusa.com/go-solar.
1
VELUX ACTIVE Gateway not included with the Go Solar option for the VELUX Solar Powered “Fresh Air” Skylight.
2
Represents average of all ﬁxed skylight sizes. Actual installation costs will vary from these estimates based on common variables in roof construction and shaft construction. Local delivery costs and applicable
sales tax not considered for these estimates. These numbers are provided as estimates only.
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Meet the
Solar Family

The VELUX Solar Powered
“Fresh Air” Skylight

The VELUX Manual “Fresh Air” Skylight
with Light-Filtering Solar Blind

The most refreshingly innovative product in the VELUX family,
the VELUX Solar Powered “Fresh Air” Skylight is designed to
open up your space with natural light and infuse it with fresh air.

The VELUX Manual “Fresh Air” Skylight enables any home to
embrace the best of what nature has to offer. Opening for maximum
fresh air, this venting skylight contributes to proper home balance
and comfort level by allowing stale, humid air to be released.
The light-ﬁltering solar blind attached to the skylight can be
powered with a touch of a button for optimal light control and
programmed set to automatically position itself throughout the day
depending on the seasons.

The skylight is equipped with a solar panel that captures
available daylight (even trace amounts) to recharge its fullyconcealed, battery-powered operator and control system. This
energy allows the skylight to open and close with a touch of a
button, and to automatically close at the ﬁrst sound of rain.

Remote
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VELUX ACTIVE with
NETATMO Gateway
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The VELUX Fixed Skylight with
Light-Filtering Solar Blind

The VELUX Sun Tunnel® with
Solar Night Light

The VELUX Fixed Skylight is perfect for visually expanding
your home with light and sky views. It provides an economical
choice in creating a spacious room ﬁlled with natural light.
When ﬁtted with a light-ﬁltering solar blind, the ﬁxed skylight
provides ample natural light with optimal light control and can
be programmed to set different blind positions depending on
seasonal changes.

This powerful combination of the VELUX Sun Tunnel® and
the Solar Night Light provides you with constant free light,
day or night. The Sun Tunnel’s® unique cylinder shape ﬁts
between the beams of your ceiling to allow light to travel
from your roof down to the space below uninhibited. And
when the sun goes down, the moon-like glow of the Solar
Night Light will help guide your way.

VELUX ACTIVE with
NETATMO Gateway
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Solar Night Light
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A window to a smarter,
healthier home.

Daily Ventilation
Choose how often your skylight
opens during the day to
circulate fresh air throughout
your home.

Sensor Based Ventilation

VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO
Whether you’re at home or away, VELUX ACTIVE is your home’s climate control and
monitoring system. Trusted to create a healthier home environment, VELUX ACTIVE’s
sensor-based controls pair with your smartphone and automatically adjust your
skylights and blinds for ideal temperature, air quality, and energy eﬃciency.
VELUX ACTIVE is ready to start regulating your home’s climate and environment
and letting your skylight think for itself! Its sensors continuously monitor your
home’s indoor climate and compare it to your local weather station, so you never use
unnecessary energy to keep your home comfortable.

Readings from your indoor
climate sensors (CO2, humidity,
temperature) combined with
outdoor conditions will open your
skylight if natural ventilation can
improve room conditions.

Smart Heat Protection
VELUX blinds operate
proactively based on local
weather forecast information.

Stay in Control
Operate your VELUX
skylights and blinds
from your smartphone.

Mobile Control
Say the Word

Climate Sensor

Use voice control assistance
to operate your VELUX
skylights and blinds.

Easy Departure
Put your VELUX ACTIVE
products in safe mode with
just one tap.

Internet
Gateway
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Departure
Switch

Smart sensor-based operation
of your VELUX skylights,
and blinds.
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Complete
light control.
Perfect Solar-Powered
Blind Pairing
Finish the look of your space by pairing blinds to your VELUX
Solar Powered “Fresh Air” skylights. VELUX offers a wide
selection of factory-installed, solar-powered blinds that range
from completely darkening an entire room to softly diffusing
incoming light, giving you ultimate light control.

FREE
Installation
Factory Blinds

Room-darkening, double-pleated blinds

Choose from 10 factoryinstalled skylight blinds
White

Beige

Grey

Grey
Melange

Dark
Sand

Dark Grey

Jeans Blue

Light-filtering, single-pleated blinds

White
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Classic
Sand

Natural
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VELUX America LLC
450 Old Brickyard Road
PO Box 5001
Greenwood, SC 29648-5001
Tel 1-800-888-3589
veluxusa.com
whyskylights.com

NOTICE: ALL GLASS MAY BE SUBJECT TO UNEXPECTED AND SPONTANEOUS BREAKAGE in rare circumstances due to
imperfections in the glass that are undetectable during the manufacturing and inspection process by the manufacturer of
the glass and VELUX.
VELUX offers the choice of laminated or tempered glass skylights. Impact glass and comfortplus glass are all types of
laminated glass. Comfort glass is a type of tempered glass. Laminated glass is a combination of two or more glass sheets
with one or more interlayers of plastic (PVB) or resin. In case of breakage, the interlayer is designed to hold the fragments
together. Tempered glass does not contain an interlayer to hold the fragments together. Instead, tempered glass is designed
to break into small, pebble-like pieces. When tempered glass breaks, pieces of glass come loose and may strike an individual.
CONSULT LOCAL REGULATIONS AND/OR BUILDING MATERIAL CONSULTANTS TO DETERMINE WHICH TYPE OF GLASS
IS RIGHT FOR YOU OR IF LAMINATED GLASS IS REQUIRED IN YOUR APPLICATION.

The VELUX Group creates better living environments with daylight and fresh air through the roof. The VELUX product program contains a wide range of roof
windows and skylights, along with solutions for flat roofs. The Group also supplies many types of decoration and sun screening, roller shutters, installation products,
products for remote control for installation in roofs. The VELUX Group, which has manufacturing companies in 11 countries and sales companies in just under 40
countries, represents one of the strongest brands in the global building materials sector and its products are sold in most parts of the world. The VELUX Group has
about 10,000 employees and is owned by VKR Holding A/S, a limited company wholly owned by foundations and family. For more details, visit velux.com.
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